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Dear reader,
2016 was an exciting and successful year for
Ecopreneur.eu, the European Sustainable Business Federation. We officially acquired legal
status as an "association internationale sans
but lucratif" (aisbl), a non-profit non-governmental organization under Belgian law.

As an association of sustainable business pioneers, we were participating, organizing, and
contributing to several international high-level
events, such as the 20th European Forum on
Eco-innovation in Tallinn in October 2016, or
the breakfast event “SME and the Circular
Economy Package” hosted by the SME Intergroup and sponsored by Ecopreneur.eu.
Also, we continued growing: the Sustainable
Business Association (SEA) from Belgium and
the Foundation for Circular Economy from
Hungary joined the association.
Ecopreneur.eu currently holds seven member
associations: De Groene Zaak (Netherlands),
Sustainable Economy Association (Belgium),
UnternehmensGrün
(Germany),
ECOVE
(Spain), Grüne Wirtschaft (Austria), Entreprendre Vert (France) and the Foundation for
Circular Economy (Hungary), which together
represent more than 2.500 sustainable companies in Europe.

Objectives and goals
Ecopreneur.eu advocates a genuinely sustainable economy and lobbies on the European level
for a sustainable economy and better conditions for green start-ups and SMEs.
With Ecopreneur.eu we set a course toward
sustainable economic policies on the European
level to support the economic and societal
transformation towards sustainability

Enjoy reading our annual report 2016!

By issuing several position papers for more ambitious legal frameworks in the European Union, Ecopreneur.eu successfully continued its
political work.
In June 2016, the first General Assembly of the
association was held in Paris. The board consisting of representative of our member associations was elected, strategies and visions for
Ecopreneur.eu were developed.

Juliane Reiber
Managing Director
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Overview Mayor Milestones 2016
June
• 1st General Assembly of the Association in
Paris: Elected a board of directors, composed of representatives of the member
associations.
o Board: Luis Morales, Frédéric Benhaim, Gael Guillou, Alyssa Jade
McDonald-Bärtl, Marjolein Demmers, Volker Plass
o Executive Management: Juliane
Reiber

January
• The Belgian association „Sustainable Economy Association“ joined Ecopreneur as a
new member
• Participation of UnternehmensGrün and
de Groene Zaak in Project ACES "Alliance
for Circular Economy Solutions
• Katharina Reuter held Keynote speech at
the conference „Unwrapping the Package –
towards a Circular Economy in Europe”
February
• Official association founding under Belgian
law >> Ecopreneur.eu has since been an
"Associations internationale sans but lucratif" (aisbl)

October
• Ecopreneur.eu participates in 2nd edition
of the Global Week of the Green Business
and the Climate Movement (ECO4CLIM16),
at the national level (Spain, France, Germany)
• Ecopreneur.eu was part of the "Task
Group" for the "20th European Forum on
Eco-innovation", held in Tallinn in late October and organized by the EU Commission
and the Estonian Ministry of Environment.
• Ecopreneur.eu, through its Spanish affiliate, was part of SwitchMED Connect 2016,
the Annual Gathering of the Green Economy in the Mediterranean region.

April
• Ecopreneur.eu sponsors the SME Intergroup Breakfast Event in Brussels on the
subject of "SME and the Circular Economy
Package", with Daniel Calleja-Crespo (Director General Environment), Arthur ten
Wolde (CE expert Ecopreneur.eu), Arnaldo
Abruzzini (representative Eurochambres),
Mr. Stephane Arditi (Policy Manager for
Product and Waste of European Environmental Bureau). The discussion was moderated by Reinhard Bütikofer MEP.

November
• Arthur ten Wolde, Circular Economy Expert
of Ecopreneur.eu presented the highlights
of the recycling industry at the "International Conference on Green and Accessible
Tourism“ in Split, Croatia.
• Foundation for Circular Economy (Hungary) joined Ecopreneur as a new member
>> Ecopreneur.eu now has seven members

May
• Invitation to Greece for the “2nd International Conference on Sustainable Development”, May 21st, 2016, in Thessaloniki, organized by the International Hellenic University. Presentation by Juliane Reiber on
"Topic E - 2nd Pillar of SD: Economy - Green
Economy - Trick or Treat?"

December
• December 7th, 2016 - Alyssa Jade McDonald_Bärtl presented biodiversity #HowTos
from small business view at the “Land Under Pressure” event with Friends of the
Earth Europe in Brussels
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Political lobby work
Ecopreneur.eu is lobbying for the transformation of economic, environmental and energy policy and the integration of sustainability
into policy making at the European level.
Key Topics include:
• Sustainable Development Goals
• Circular Economy
• Climate Protection
• Eco-innovation and Entrepreneurship
• Energy change
• Modernization of the tax system

ambitious implementation of the current proposal of the European Commission, including:
•

•

•

Circular Economy Package

•

The circular economy package is of enormous
importance for the sustainable economy in Europe. On 2 May 2016, Ecopreneur.eu hosted
the breakfast event "SME and the cycle economy package" where representatives of the EU
Commission, the European Parliament, economic organizations and NGOs discussed the
opportunities and barriers of the recycling industry.

•

More demanding
targets across the
board
Economic incentives for producers and consumers who prefer circulating products and
services
a mandatory green public procurement
that integrates recycling management
an EU directive for the design of recycled
products
and attractive research programs (position
paper)

Waste directive
Ecopreneur.eu welcomed the first draft report
by Simona Bonafè of 24.5.2016 on the proposal
for a directive of the European Parliament and
of the Council amending Directive 2008/98 / EC
on waste (COM (2015) 0595 - C8-0382 / 2015)
2015/0275 (COD)). The provisions in this Directive should aim to support the design and
production of goods and services which take
fully into account and facilitate the efficient use
of resources during the whole life cycle of the
product including their ease of repair, disassembly, re-use, and recycling, but also of services, which offer great opportunities for resource efficiency. Products-as-a service, durability, refurbishment, remanufacturing, sharing
platforms and digitization should be added on
the list of waste prevention methods.

As a speaker for this event, the economics expert Arthur ten Wolde of De Groene Zaak (NL)
took part. Ecopreneur.eu favours a circular
economy package with ambitious targets, clear
price incentives, requirements for eco-design
and new, intelligent regulations.
Continue reading here.

Extended Producer Responsibility (EPR)
Ecopreneur.eu and its affiliates are convinced
that Extended Producer Responsibility (EPR) is
crucial for the realization of the circular economy. In it’s general opinion on the EU circular
economy package, Ecopreneur.eu asks for an
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Ecological transition
Ecopreneur.eu and its affiliates are convinced
that the implementation of the Paris Agreement and the Sustainable Development Goals
are crucial for achieving an ecological transition
of the economic system within EU. Through its
Spanish member ECOVE has published a position paper to encourage this transition in Spain,
and has taken active role in COP22 Marrakech
to raise awareness on these topics.
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Events
General Meeting
During the first general meeting of Ecopreneur.eu in Paris (24/25 June 2016), the six
leading green economic associations of Europe
were represented. Important components of
the first Annual General Meeting were the joint
strategy development (including communication) as well as the formation of "working
groups" for emerging specialist and organizational questions. The following topics will be
concentrated on in the future:
• the implementation of the Paris Convention for Climate Protection,
• Eco-innovation with functional projects,
• the energy transition,
• Promotion of recycling,
• Eco-entrepreneurship
• Modernization of the tax system

“Unwrapping the Package - towards a Circular
Economy in Europe”, Rotterdam
At the conference "Unwrapping the Package towards a Circular Economy in Europe", that
took place in Rotterdam on 25 January 2016,
Ecopreneur.eu presents the circular economy
from the practical perspective of its member
companies. While stakeholders in the EU, the
civil society and the public authorities discussed the challenges and opportunities of a
European circular policy (CE) for two days in Europe and the possible implications of the new
proposal of the EU Commission, the circle pioneers demand much more ambitious and ambitious Strengthened CE package.

With Marjolein Demmers (President, The Netherlands), Alyssa Jade McDonald-Bärtl (Vice
President, Germany), Gael Guillou (Treasurer,
Vice President, Belgium) and the other members of the Board Plass (Austria), the team underlined the central themes of SMEs with an
ethical and green orientation in Europe.

Hugo Schally, Head of Unit, Directorate General Environment", "Eco-innovation and circular economy",
Dr. Katharina Reuter (Ecopreneur.eu, Coordination)

“12th round of negotiations on TTIP”, Brussels
Participation of Ecopreneur.eu in the 12th
round of negotiations on TTIP: The 12th round
of the Transatlantic Trade and Investment Partnership Agreement (TTIP) took place in the
week 22-26 February 2016 in Brussels. On
Wednesday 24th, the European Commission's
Directorate-General for Trade held a stakeholder engagement in which organizations had
the opportunity to comment on the proposed
free trade agreement. In the course of the
event Katharina Reuter of Ecopreneur.eu emphasized the risks of the TTIP for the food and
agriculture sector.

From left.: Luis Morales, Frederic Benhaim, Thibaut
Georgin, Alyssa Jade McDonald-Bärtl, Juliane Reiber
(Executive Manager), Marjolein Demmers, Andrée
Buchmann and Volker Plass (Board members Ecopreneur.eu)
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“SME and the Circular Economy”, Brussels

ence on Sustainable Development in Thessaloniki, a three-day sustainability event (20-22
May 2016). The conference, organized by students, highlighted the complexity of the obstacles and goals of sustainable economic development. The topics of the lectures included the
difficulties of sustainable development, the importance of an environmentally friendly lifestyle, the necessity of the interaction between
the three pillars of sustainable development
(economy - environment - society) and the
practical application of the principles of sustainable development in our everyday life.
On behalf of the two organizations, Mrs Juliane
Reiber took part in the conference as a speaker
and underlined the importance of the green
economy for sustainable development.

Arthur ten Wolde (de Groene Zaak) and Reinhard
Bütikhofer (MEP, European Greens)

Ecopreneur.eu sponsored the Breakfast Events
on “SME and the Circular Economy Package”,
organized by the SME Intergroup on 20. April
2016 in Brussels. Participants were Daniel
Calleja-Crespo (Director General Environment),
Arthur ten Wolde (CE expert Ecopreneur.eu),
Arnaldo Abruzzini (representative of Eurochambres), Mr. Stephane Arditi (Policy Manager for Product and Waste of European Environmental Bureau).
The discussion was
chaired by MEP Reinhard Bütikofer. The event
proved to be very successful and received a
high response. Representatives of the EU Commission, the EU Parliament, economic organizations and NGOs discussed the opportunities
and barriers of the recycling industry.

Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs)

International Conference on Sustainable Development, Thessaloniki

Photo by: https://twitter.com/UNSDSN – Sustainable
Development Solutions Network

Following the adoption of the Agenda for Sustainable Development in 2030, which is a global
common set of rules for sustainable development, the countries are now pursuing the objectives of sustainable development (SDG).
Success requires new forms of cooperation between business, civil society, government
and science across Europe. In order to discuss
these new forms and to promote the SDGs in
Europe, a high-level meeting on "How to make
sustainable development targets on the European issue - a multi-stakeholder approach" was
held in Brussels on 30 and 31 May 2016. The
meeting was organized by the Ministry of For-

Photo by: Students for Sustainability - International Hellenic University

UnternehmensGrün e.V. and Ecopreneur.eu
were invited to the 2nd International Confer-
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eign Affairs of the Netherlands, the SDG Charter, the Sustainable Development Solutions
Network and the European Economic and Social Committee. Participants from various sectors of the society were representatives of
companies, business associations, NGOs and
government representatives from within the
EU, and some non-EU countries.

countries participating in the second edition
(ECO4CLIM16), from 24 to 30 October.

Marjolein Demmers, Member of the Board
Ecopreneur.eu, and Mara Francken (both De
Groene Zaak) attended the meeting and represented the European voice of the green companies.

Ecopreneur.eu was one of the six global partners of Eco4Clim. A total of 22 cities from 16
countries organized an event within the "2016
Global Week of Green Business and the Climate
Movement" (#ECO4CLIM16). The aim was to
network, promote and empower sustainable
enterprises and eco-entrepreneurs in order to
find sustainable business solutions for the challenges of climate change.
Entreprendre Vert organized a workshop in
Paris, UnternehmensGrün was a partner of the
Berlin Initiative, with Juliane Reiber representing the association as a jury member.

“20th Eco-Innovation Forum”, Tallinn
Ecopreneur.eu
was
part of the „Task
Group“, which organized the 20th Eco-Innovation Forum. This
event was organized by
DG Environment and
the Estonian Ministry
of the Environment in
Tallinn, Estonia from 26 to 28 October 2016.
Ecopreneur.eu provided expert information on
green SMEs, recycling and sustainable business
models.

Further events:
• Participation in panel on POLFREE Conference in Brussels on 16-2-2016
• Active participation in GREENS MEP
lunch meeting at the EP on 16 March
with Rob Kragt (Desso/Tarkett)
• Participation in a Debate on Paris
Agreement, held in Madrid, March
2016.
• Meeting with the UEAPME Sustainability Committee by Alyssa Jade McDonald-Baertl and Arthur ten Wolde, Brussels, 22 June 2016
• Panel members Marjolein Demmers
and Arthur ten Wolde at an EEAC/RLI
meeting on the circular economy,
Brussels, 13 September 2016
• Panel member at the Climate Chance
Meeting in Nantes, 26 September
2016. The session was well attended
and confirmed our cooperation with

Ecopreneurs for the Climate 2016
ECOVE, the Spanish member of Ecopreneur.eu,
launched “Ecopreneurs for the Climate”
(ECO4CLIM). ECO4CLIM is a non-profit organization that boosts and scales-up sound green
business solutions that tackle climate change,
as well as organizes annually, the Global Week
of the Green Business and the Climate Movement. In its first edition in 2015, it involved
more than 500 companies and civil society actors in seven European cities. In 2016, the
range tripled, with 22 cities from 16 different
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•

•

•

•

•

•

ACR+ and Orée on accelerating the circular economy. The conference confirmed the role of the circular economy as a means to strengthen concrete action to bridge the gap between current commitments and the
objectives of the Paris Agreement for
CO2 emission reduction. Ecopreneur.eu and De Groene Zaak will
sign the Nantes Declaration of Climate
Actors
Panel member at European Green
Party Conference in Brussels, 1 October 2016 in a session on the Green
economy led by MEP Philippe Lamberts (GREENS/BE)
Panel member at the Innovation and
Green Entrepreneurship Meeting,
held in Madrid, 19 October 2016, organized by Ecoembes.
Panel member at the Innovation and
Eco-entrepreneurship Dialogues, held
in Madrid in 11 November 2016.
Active participation, through the
Spanish member ECOVE, in the Spanish National Congress on Environment, held in Madrid in November
2016.
Panel member at the Green Economy
Forum, held in Cordoba (Spain), 14 December 2016.
Meetings with MEPs Gerbrandy
ALDE/NL), Skrlec (GREENS/KRO), Mark
Demesmaeker (ECR/BEL), Miroslav
Poche office (S&D/CZ), and with Guido
Lena (UEAPME)

Publications
Online Action Day
What are the drivers and motives of eco-entrepreneurs? What are the challenges sustainable
start-ups face? What are the right instruments
for them to succeed?
In a European-wide survey about the European
Green Economy, eco-entrepreneurs gave answers to these and similar questions. It was carried out by UnternehmensGrün e.V. in close cooperation with Ecopreneur.eu. An informative
picture of the sustainable European economy
can be drawn from the responses of the ecoentrepreneurs from seven different EU countries, various economic sectors, and company
age/size. The results of the survey got published as part of our “Online Action Day” at the
end of October 2016 and the most interesting
results can be read in the handout on our website.
The handout was part of the project “Greening
Europe’s Economy 2016” which was financially
supported by the German Federal Environment
Agency (UBA) with funds of the Federal Ministry for the Environment, Nature Conservation,
Building and Nuclear Safety (BMUB).
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consistently across the EU, including calculation schemes for the height of levies.
Extend EPR schemes to cover more and more
products and sectors and a mandatory investment of the EPR funds in the circular economy.

Position papers
Green Action Plan for SMEs: opportunities and
challenges
9. February 2016: The European Commission
has recently published the Green Action Plan
for SMEs: opportunities and challenges. The
overall aim of the Green Action Plan is to enable green SMEs to turn environmental challenges into business opportunities. The plan
outlines a series of actions, such as improving
resource efficiency, facilitating green entrepreneurship, grasping the opportunities of greening value chains and establishing a circular
economy, easier access to market and a European-wide, supportive governance for SMEs.
In this position paper on the Green Action Plan
for SMEs, Ecopreneur.eu recommends several
improvements for facilitating the transformation of the current linear economy towards
a circular, sustainable one, fostering innovation
and green entrepreneurship in SMEs.

Position on the draft Simona Bonafè report on
amendment of the Waste Directive
20. June 2016: Ecopreneur.eu welcomed the
first draft report by Simona Bonafè dated
24.5.2016 on the proposal for a directive of the
European Parliament and of the Council
amending Directive 2008/98/EC on waste
(COM (2015)0595 – C8-0382/2015 –
2015/0275(COD)).
The provisions in this Directive should aim to
support the design and production of goods
and services which take fully into account and
facilitate the efficient use of resources during
the whole life cycle of the product including
their ease of repair, disassembly, re-use, and
recycling, but also of services, which offer great
opportunities for resource efficiency. Productsas-a service, durability, refurbishment, remanufacturing, sharing platforms and digitization
should be added on the list of waste prevention
methods. Horizon 2020 is, in its present design
unattractive for pioneering sustainable companies, and especially for SMEs and young companies developing circular business models.
Ecopreneur.eu suggests to either increase the
budget and make it attractive for them, or reassign the budget to be invested in innovation
towards a circular economy through other
schemes. Ecopreneur.eu strongly suggests
opening up the VAT directive to allow for differentiation on the basis of resource efficiency
will correct a serious flaw in the CE Package:
the absence of financial incentives for consumer.

Improvement of Extended Producer Responsibility (EPR) crucial for circular economy
5. April 2016: Ecopreneur.eu and its member
organizations believe that Extended Producer
Responsibility (EPR) is crucial for realizing the
circular economy. Ecopreneur.eu asks for ambitious implementation of the current proposal
from the European Commission, including ambitious goals along the full circle, economic incentives for producers and consumers favouring circular products and services, mandatory
Green Public Procurement with integration of
circularity, an EU Directive for circular design,
and attractive research programs.
Ecopreneur.eu asked for the improvement and
extension of existing EPR schemes to incentivize companies to implement circular business
models. Further, enforcing the existing waste
regulations and a differentiation of levies down
to product and company level. Harmonized criteria must be ensured, established, and applied
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Further publications:
• Joint letter about the EU recycling targets by the UK Green Alliance (ACES) to
the EU Environment ministers, cosigned by De Groene Zaak and Unternehmensgrün, 11 October 2016
• Opinion: Germany must change stance
on opposition to recycling targets, By
Alyssa Jade McDonald-Baertl and Arthur ten Wolde, in: Euractiv (7 October
2016)
• Article: Governments as drivers for a
circular economy, ICE Journal Waste
and Resource Management (3 October
2016). Click here for a free draft version
• Ecopreneur.eu position on the draft Simona Bonafè report on amendment of
the Waste Directive (June 2016)
• Recent Powerpoint Presentation summarising our position (March 2016)
• A letter on the EU Environment Council Conclusions on the CE Package sent
to the Dutch (by De Groene Zaak) and
German (by Unternehmensgrün) Environment Ministers, also used in Spain
and France. This was the first coordinated lobby effort by members of Ecopreneur.eu concerning the circular
economy
• A letter by ACES sent to Juncker and
all Commissioners urging them to
move forward with Ecodesign

Press releases
28. Jan. 2016: Growing network: Belgian association joined Ecopreneur.eu
9. Feb. 2016: Green Action Plan for SMEs:
opportunities and challenges
2. May 2016: Breakfast event in Brussels:
“SME and the Circular Economy Package”
28. June 2016: Strong signal for a joint sustainable Europe
15. Nov. 2016: ECO4CLIM16: From Paris to
Marrakech with sustainable business solutions
to climate change
24. Nov. 2016: Foundation for Circular Economy: Ecopreneur.eu welcomes new member
from Hungary
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Website
Ecopreneur.eu uses its website to publish news
about its activities and projects and to offer
downloads of recent publications and information in upcoming events.
Social media activities
Ecopreneur.eu is actively using Facebook (>610
likes) and Twitter (>1280 followers). On both
platforms, news, views and activities of the federation are posted, tweeted and retweeted.
facebook.com/ecopreneur.eu
twitter.com/EcopreneurEU
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Partnerships and collaboration
First Global Forum on New Economy and Social Innovation (NESI)
In 2016, Ecopreneur.eu became partner of
the “New Economy & Social Innovation Global
Forum” (NESI). It is an open forum for everyone interested on building together a more
sustainable, social, fair, and collaborative
economy oriented towards the Common
Good. For the first time, a global event is being organized to set the foundations of a New
Economy.

Alliance for Circular Economy Solutions
The Alliance for Circular Economy Solutions
(ACES) is a collaboration of sustainable businesses, NGOs and think tanks committed to an
ambitious circular economy policy in Europe.
Ecopreneur.eu members UnternehmensGrün
and De Groene Zaak became partners of ACES.
The alliance combines business voices with
economic and social analysis on the impact of
the circular economy. Its core objectives will be
to secure the European Circular Economy Package that was recently adopted by the EU Commission. An ambitious circular economy policy
generates new jobs and revenues whilst driving
product innovation, secondary raw material
use
and
new
business
models.

Alliance partners: Green Alliance, Aldersgate
Group, De Groene Zaak, Ecologic Institute, Institute for European Environmental Policy
(IEEP) and UnternehmensGrün
Green Action Plan Task Force
In November Ecopreneur.eu became part of
the "Green Action Plan Task Force". The CAP
Task Force is responsible for monitoring the implementation of the Green Action Plan and
providing advice / feedback. The task force is
composed of representatives of the economic
sector, that is, from European associations representing SMEs or Chambers of Commerce as
well as academics.
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Members

ECOVE (Spain)
ECOVE, Associación de
Empresas
de
la
Economía Verde, is the
Spanish Green Business Association aiming to
catalyze a sustainable economy in Spain and
Europe, by strengthening business ecosystems
and bringing the voice of SMEs and
ecopreneurs to decision makers.
ECOVE’s goals are to serve as an instrument to
improve laws and public policies in the
transition towards a green and sustainable
economy, to support the needs and interests of
the member enterprises of the association and
to contribute to the development, promotion,
and interconnection of all regional green
economy ecosystems within Spain.
www.ecove.org

De Groene Zaak (Netherlands)
De Groene Zaak is the leading sustainable business association in the Netherlands,
uniting over two hundred pioneering companies. Its partners hold to a clear business principle: transforming our current economic system to a sustainable and circular one as fast as possible.
De Groene Zaak supports this goal by lobbying
for fair competition for sustainable business, by
putting sustainability issues on the public
agenda, and by connecting sustainable entrepreneurs within our network.
www.degroenezaak.com

Entreprendre Vert (France)
Entreprendre Vert
(EV©)
was
founded in 2005
to strengthen the
dialogue between the economic world and
other societal stakeholders. It is an association
for entrepreneurs who are involved in sustainable development. EV© allows its members to
benefit from this progress and to strengthen
the voice of sustainable and ecological entrepreneurialism.
The association counts approximately one hundred active members and reaches, via PR activities and networking, several thousands of entrepreneurs, legal representatives, students
and associations.
www.entreprendrevert.org

Grüne Wirtschaft (Austria)
Grüne
Wirtschaft
(GW©) is the organization of green entrepreneurs
and
freelancers in Austria. It represents the
interests of freelancers as well as small businesses. Also, GW© is active in the green fraction of the Austrian Federal Economic Chamber. The organization campaigns for a sustainable way of economic activity following the
core values of ecology, fairness, self-determination, non-violence, feminism and diversity.
www.gruenewirtschaft.at
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Sustainable Economy Association (Belgium)
Sustainable Economy Association (SEA) wants to
accelerate the economic
transition towards a sustainable
economic
model. The association located in Brussels
comprises 50 members, all of them working as
executives, managers or business experts in
different organizations (large private and publicly owned companies, consultants, SMEs).
They all share the positive passion that climate
change and environmental issues are drivers
for innovation and rethinking of our business
models. Businesses that integrate sustainability into their core decision-making processes
are able to create new sources of value for our
economies, customers, employees and shareholders.
www.sust-econ-ass.be

Foundation for Circular Economy (Hungary)
In November 2016 the
Hungarian "Foundation of
Circular Ecomomy” joined
Ecopreneur.eu. The Foundation for Circulation
Management (FCE) was
founded in 2013 as a private and independent initiative for the promotion of the circular industry in Hungary and
worldwide. The primary goal of FCE is to create
a platform and a knowledge center where companies, universities, local and regional authorities as well as NGOs can work together to
gather growing knowledge, experience and
practice within circular economy, disseminate
and raise awareness.
http://circularfoundation.org/en

UnternehmensGrün e.V. (Germany)
UnternehmensGrün
(UG©) – the German
Federal Association
of the Green Economy – was founded as early as in 1992. Representing more than 210 members, UG© campaigns for the protection of the environment
and a sustainable economy. UG© is a non-partisan, non-profit and financially independent
entrepreneur association.
UG© is in constant dialogue with policy-makers
both at the state and federal levels. Most of its
members are small and medium-sized businesses. In addition to political lobbying, UG©
facilitates and enables cross-sectoral networking opportunities and information exchange for
its members. Furthermore, UG© strives to increase public awareness by actively promoting
key green economy topics.
www.unternehmensgruen.de
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